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INTRODUCTION
According to an old Nigerian saying “It takes a village to raise a child”, and our beautiful village,
Jamestown, is no exception. Here the school community has joined with various sponsors in an
effort to enrich the lives of many learners at the local Stellenzicht Secondary school.
It all started in 2015 when the headmaster, Mr Allies, together with his teaching staff and Mr
Dale Simons, founder of the NGO Friends of Stellenzicht, put their heads together and came up
with an idea to enrich the lives of Grade 8 and 9 students. The plan was to boost the students
performance in Afrikaans by providing additional reading, comprehension and spelling lessons.
This dream came true when the Wennemers from Germany agreed to donate the necessary
funds required for the project. After a number of challenges over the past few years we can now
confirm that the Stellenzicht Reading Project is going from strength to strength. Not only do the
students involved benefit from the project, but it also boosts the image of the school and village.
The Reading Project Team – Mr Alfred Christians and Mrs Ria Engelbrecht – are fully supported
by Mr Allies as well as the Afrikaans Head of Department, Mrs Danelle Paulse and the rest of her
staff. Teamwork is the recipe of our success.

The Reading Project Team
THE READING PROJECT
Our program consists of two components:
1. Supplementary learning activities.
1.1
Group lessons are presented by Mr Christians twice a week to the four Grade 8
and three Grade 9 classes.
1.2
Mrs Engelbrecht intensively assists individual learners with a severe reading
disability on a one-to-one basis.
2. Extra curricular activities.
2.1
Competitions.
2.2
WOW (Words Open Worlds) spelling and reading activities.
2.3
School newspaper, StellenOgie.
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Group lessons
Defective reading, spelling, comprehension and learning skills are integral to a large percentage
of South African primary, secondary and tertiary students. We at Stellenzicht attempt to make a
difference by providing students with an improved exposure to the Afrikaans language.
During group lessons accurate reading is provided by Mr Christians to help set a standard for the
students. Students then read aloud individually to ascertain their degree of progress, especially
with regard to pronunciation and phrasing.
The articles for class reading are selected from magazines, newspapers, short stories, etc. and
are meant to encourage:
1. Reading for enjoyment;
2. Improving language skills;
3. Promotion of life skills and conveyance of moral values;
4. Broadening of student general knowledge.

Mr Christians with a Grade 9 class
Regular spelling and comprehension tests are used to monitor the student’s progress as well as
identify common mistakes.
For casual learning crossword puzzles are completed jointly by the students in a fun relaxed
atmosphere.
A progress report with regard to each student’s performance in the comprehension and spelling
tests is sent to the parent at the end of each quarter for their information.
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Individual lessons
After thoroughly examining the 2017’s Grade 8 and 9 Afrikaans results, Mrs Engelbrecht
identified 25 of the weakest students for one to one remedial tuition. Following further
investigation 12 students were finally identified as requiring intensive tuition.
For example, it was found that two learners (one of whom had failed Grade 8 for a second year
while the other was promoted to Grade 9) were actually above average with good reading and
spelling abilities. Mrs Engelbrecht followed up the cases with the students Afrikaans language
teachers and discovered they had failed due to personal problems and would only be referred for
individual lessons to catch up from time to time. These students did obviously not require
assistance.
It was unfortunately discovered that two Grade 9 students and one Grade 8 student were found
to be almost illiterate. These students were started with the foundation phase which involves
learning the Afrikaans alphabet by repeating short words. It was felt that in order for these
students to show any progress each learner needed to be scheduled three periods per week. The
main aim this year is to teach them how to read. (To see the joy on there faces when
recognizing a word, is very fulfilling.
There are two learners who are on grade two / three level and are scheduled for two lessons per
week. Seven students, who have many problems, are however felt to have the potential to
better their Afrikaans under intensive tuition.
As no two learners are on the same level each lesson is adapted to each student’s personal
ability and level of progress, or the lack thereof.

Mrs Engelbrecht and Ashley Daysel during a one to one session
There is continuous interaction with the Afrikaans Department as well as with Mr Christians and
they both receive regular feed back from Mrs Engelbrecht as well as a roster for the student’s
sessions for the week to come. The Afrikaans teachers also follow up on any specific problems
such as essay writing, individual reading and comprehension.
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Students in Ms Engelbrecht’s program are handled with utmost confidentiality in order to protect
the students’ selfworth and prevent possible stigmatization from other students. (Each individual
receives their own roster in advance.)
Competitions
Our aim is to especially support and uplift weaker learners but also to motivate those students
who have the potential to excel. StellenSPEL 2017 (our spelling competition) worked wonders
and is to be taken further this year.
StellenSpel 2 will be launched in May 2018 The first elimination round for Grades 8, 9 and 10
takes place on Thursday 3rd May. The finals will take place on Friday 18th May with the top 5
students from each Grade competing. The winners will be announced on Monday 21st May.
New ventures
1. StellenStorie - our very first short story competition for Grades 8 to 11.
2. StellenDig - a poetry competition for Grades 8 to 12.
3. StellenBundel - our first collection of short stories and poems.
Prizes Galore!
Due to a most generous donation by Ms Isabel Verwey, founder of the NGO Proud Partners,
lovely prizes are at stake this year: cellphones, gift vouchers, books, certificates for all semifinalists and publication in StellenBundel later this year.
WOW Reading & Spelling initiatives 2018

The WOW (Words Open Worlds) project is a combined initiative of the
ATKV (an Afrikaans language and culture organization) and the
University of Stellenbosch.

Reading
WOW has again this year provided 11 selected novels for teenagers to participating schools.
Eleven students per school read and evaluate each book on a rotation basis. The students
thoroughly enjoy these books and by the end of March some students had already finished six of
the eleven books. The evaluation by the students is done on a scale from 1 to 10, (with 1 being
uninteresting and 10 being excellent). After the students have all read each book they have a
group discussion.

The reading initiative is a most enriching experience and many other learners enquire about the
possibility of them also getting books to read. Progress with the reading is monitored by a WOW
representative who visits the school regularly.
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Mr Christians in discussion with Naytano Adonis, Ashlin le Roux, Nikita Hendricks and Donald
Wenn
WOW Spelling Festival
This Sanlam WOW initiative starts on Saturday 18th August 2018. This gives us the opportunity to
enroll our best performers from the StellenSpel 2 competition in May and allows enough time to
help them prepare for the festival.
Students compete on different levels: school circuit, school district, Provincial and National
competitions. The exposure they get is most valuable. Furthermore certificates, medal and other
prizes are available.
School Newspaper
Stellenzicht’s newspaper, StellenOgie, has been dormant for the past eight years. But thanks to
the enthuziasm and zeal of our school’s Community Keeper and WOW-representative, Ms
Patience Jonas, StellenOgie will make its reappearance later this year.
With the assistance of the Reading Project Team and the Afrikaans language teachers Ms Jonas
put together a group of Grade 9, 10 and 11 students for a newspaper course, yet another WOW
initiative. This was held on Saturday 3rd March 2018 during the annual Stellenbosch Woordfees.
Our potential journalists received valuable lessons from skilled journalists, photographers
(working for Rapport and the Woordfees newspaper INK) and Stellenbosch University lecturers.
The finer details of media literacy, principles of good journalism and photography, ethics in the
use of social media and interview skills were all part of the programme.
This is, without a doubt an inspiring initiative. During the year our editorial team will attend more
courses to learn the tricks of the editorial trade. StellenOgie will also enroll for WOW’s school
newspaper competition in October 2018. “Not only will they learn the necessary journalism skills,
but they stand a chance to win prizes such as cameras, photocopy machines, cellphones, etc.
SON newspaper and WOW bursaries will also be available,” says Ms Jonas. There will also be a
glamorous WOW Gala and prestigious prize giving.
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Left: StellenOgie’s new editorial team: Ms
Patience Jonas (coordinator), Ashlin Le Roux,
Faith Van Wyk, Pule Dlothi, Akheem Deysel,
Annuschka Jacobs, Naytano Adonis and Bradley
Moses.

Right: The bright eyed young “journalists”
interviewed well known actress Bianca Biscombe
(starring in the kykNET soapie Suidooster) – and
learned important lessons.

Left: StellenOgie’s editorial team taking notes
from skilled journalists and University lecturers.

We are grateful for a further generous donation from Mr Inus Kempen which has provided the
necessary funds to finance the 2018 edition of StellenOgie.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
WOW Reading Coordinator Course
Mrs Engelbrecht attended a course in March 2018 which provided information about the roll of
the Reading Coordinator. The main focus was based around the fact that by improving students
Afrikaans there can also be improvement in their other subjects.
A theatre outing
Two Grade 11 StellenSpel adjudicators, Amy Maansdorp en Akheem Deysel, attended a youth
production based on Marion Erskine’s prize winning youth novel Vlerke vir almal (Wings for
everyone). An added bonus for the students was that they were able to meet the author in
person. This gave the students the opportunity to discuss different elements of the play with him
directly.
Press announcement

Our official competition patroness Ms Isabel Verwey, founder of Proud Partners,
will send a photographer for a new set of photographs to appear with a fresh
article on the Proud Partners website (www.proudpartners.co.za.)

Alfred Christians

Ria Engelbrecht
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